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Abstract. Multistage stochastic programs, which involve sequences of decisions over time, are usually 
hard to solve in realistically sized problems. Providing bounds for their optimal solution may help in 
evaluating whether it is worth the additional computations for the stochastic program versus simplified 
approaches. In this paper we present a summary of the results in [22] where we generalize the value of in-
formation gained from deterministic, pair solution and rolling-horizon approximation in the two-stage 
case to the multistage stochastic formulation. Numerical results on a case study related to a simple trans-
portation problem illustrate the described relationships. 
Keywords: Multistage stochastic programming, measures of information. 

1. Introduction 
The most well known measure in two-stage stochastic programming is given by the Value of the Sto-

chastic Solution, VSS, [2],  
 VSS= EEV – RP 
where EEV denotes the solution value of the stochastic programming model RP where all the first stage 
decision variables are fixed at the optimal values obtained by using the expected value of coefficients EV. 
VSS indicates the expected gain from solving a stochastic model rather than its deterministic counterpart, 
when the random parameters are replaced by their expected values. A large VSS means that uncertainty 
greatly affects the optimal solution, and the deterministic solution is “bad”. Bounds on VSS were intro-
duced in [2] by means of the Sum of Pairs Expected Values Solutions, SPEV and Expectation of Pairs 
Expected Value, EPEV which can be calculated by solving pairs of simpler problems which are much less 
complex than the general recourse problem; these bounds may be valuable in determining whether the 
additional computational complexity of the recourse problem is warranted. These bounds are referred in 
many papers (see for instance [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] or [13]).  

In real world problems, even when the VSS is high - hence justifying the stochastic program formula-
tion – it may be that the large size makes the problem difficult to solve. In such cases, a qualitative under-
standing of the deterministic solution becomes then important because it could actually lead to a lot of 
information: in [14] the structure and upgradeability of the deterministic solution has been analyzed in the 
two-stage case by means of the Loss Using the Skeleton Solution LUSS and the Loss of Upgrading the 
Deterministic Solution LUDS in relation to the standard VSS. Compared to the VSS, LUSS and LUDS give 
broader information on the structure of the problem and could be of practical relevance to take a fast 
“good” decision instead of using expensive direct techniques. 

The aim of the paper is to present a brief summary in the multistage case of the measures of infor-
mation already valid for the two-stage case introduced in [15, 14] and inspired in [3, 16, 17]. 

An extension to multistage of the classical VSS defined for the two-stage setting, has been already in-
troduced in [16] through a chain of values VSSt which takes into account the information until stage t of 
the associated deterministic model and are valid if, in the formulation of the multistage problem, only 
when the right hand side of constraints are stochastic. Among the simplified approaches we mention also 
the Two-Stage Relaxation Problem, TP [3], where the stochasticity is taken into account only at the first 
stage. 
 

a) The work has been supported under grant by Regione Lombardia: “Metodi di integrazione delle fonti energetiche rinnovabili e 
monitoraggio satellitare dell’impatto ambientale”, EN-17, ID 17369.10 and by Bergamo and Brescia University grants 2010–
2011. 
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The general idea behind construction of bounds we propose, is that for every optimization problem 
of minimization type, lower bounds to the optimal solution can be found by relaxation of constraints and 
upper bound to the optimal solution can be found by inserting feasible solutions. 

We suggest how to quantify the quality of approximations of the optimal stochastic solution such as 
the Multistage Expected Value of the Reference Scenario, MEVRS, the Multistage Sum of Pairs Ex-
pected Values, MSPEV, and the Multistage Expectation of Pairs Expected Value, MEPEV. They are in-
troduced by means of the new concept of auxiliary scenario and redefinition of pairs subproblem 
probability. The proposed approaches allow to bound the optimal expected objective function by solving 
sets of pairs subproblems that are less complex than the original one.  

Beside the standard Value of Stochastic Solution, VSSt at stage t, we refer to [22] for measures of the 
average solution quality such as the Multistage Loss Using Skeleton Solution, MLUSSt and the Multi-
stage Loss of Upgrading the Deterministic Solution, MLUDSt by respectively comparing the Multistage 
Expected Skeleton Solution Value MESSVt and Multistage Expected Input Value MEIVt with RP. These 
measures are important in practice, since they give a mathematical formulation to some heuristic ap-
proaches which are of interest in solving real world problems of large dimension. 

An alternative approach here presented is to consider a rolling time horizon procedure (see [3, 17]) in 
order to update the estimations of the solution at each stage taking into account the arrival of new infor-
mation. The advantage of the rolling horizon procedure in the multistage case with respect to the solution 
of the RP problem, is the decrease of the computational complexity since the number of scenarios is re-
duced by considering the stochasticity only one stage at a time. On this subject, the Rolling Horizon Value 
of Stochastic Solution, RHVSS, the Rolling Horizon Loss Using Skeleton Solution, RHLUSS and the Roll-
ing Horizon Loss of Upgrading the Deterministic Solution, RHLUDS are presented in [22] by respectively 
comparing the Rolling Horizon Value of the Reference Scenario RHVRS, the Rolling Horizon Skeleton 
Solution Value RHESSV and the Rolling Horizon Expected Input Value RHEIV with RP. 

The chains of inequalities among the values of the new measures can show if and how much it is 
worth to face the computational complexity of the stochastic program. An example of such chains of rela-
tionships is depicted in Fig. 4 for a practical logistic problem [18]. 

For a more detailed presentations of the measures described shortly above, see [22]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of objective functions of different approaches, reported for increasing values. The black circle 
denotes the multistage stochastic recourse problem RP, the squares the values of the new performance measures 

introduced in [22] and the grey circles are the values of measures already known in literature 

2. Performance Measures in Multistage Problems 
In this section we discuss some of the performance measures for multistage stochastic linear prob-

lems mentioned in the introduction. Our problem can be formulated as We have to determine a sequence 
of decisions x = (x1,x2,...,xH ) in order to minimize the linear expected costs. The optimal value obtained in 
correspondence of the optimal decision values is known as RP (recourse problem) value. We focus on 
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measures of information, where the same problem is solved and compared with and without a piece of 
available information on the future, and on rolling horizon measures which update the solution estimate 
and add more information at each stage. 

2.1. Measures of Information in Multistage Problems 
We generalize some measures introduced in [20] for the deterministic solution of the modified wait 

and see (WS) approach and those (VSSt) described in [15] for the stochastic two-stage (T = 2) case. We 
consider a simplified version of the stochastic program, where only the right hand side is stochastic. 

Instead of using a scenario given by the expected values of the random parameters, one may choose 
a specific realization ξr , r=1,…,S, of the random variable, called the reference scenario, and solve prob-
lem RP. In order to extend to the multistage case the measures already available for the two stage SPEV 
we introduce the notion of auxiliary scenario a with the following characteristics: 

1. ra ξξ = , i.e. the values of the random parameters of the auxiliary scenario are the same as the val-
ues of the random parameters of the reference scenario; 

2. Let be Ĥ the first stage where the scenarios r and k start to branch. Define 
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Notice that the auxiliary scenario a has the same parameters values of scenario r but different proba-
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Let us define the PAIR subproblem as follows: 
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The Multistage Sum of Pairs Expected Values, denoted by MSPEV, is then defined as follows: 
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The following relationships hold true (see [22]): 
Proposition 2.1 If the scenario ξr is not in the support of  the probability space of the random varia-

bles, then MSPEV = WS. 
Proposition 2.2 WS ≤ MSPEV. 
Proposition 2.3 RP ≥ MSPEV. 
Proposition 2.4 MEVRSt+1 ≥ MEVRSt , t = 1, . . . ,H − 2  where MEVRSt , the Multistage Expected 

Value of the Reference Scenario, is the optimal value of the stochastic problem by fixing the decision var-
iables until stage t to the mean value solution of the deterministic problem under scenario r. 

Proposition 2.5  RP ≤ MEPEV ≤ MEVRS1 where MEPEV, the Multistage Expectation of Pairs Ex-
pected Value, is the minimum value of the optimal values of the stochastic problem obtained by fixing the 
first decision variables to the optimal solution of the pair subproblem of scenarios ξa and ξk with 
k=1,…,nH ∩ {r}. 
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Proposition 2.6  
0 ≤ MEVRSt −MEPEV ≤ MVSSt ≤ MEVRSt −MSPEV ≤ MEVRSt −WS, t = 1, . . . ,H – 1, 
where  MVSSt=MEVRSt   - RP.  

 
In conclusion, the new measures MSPEV and MEPEV give respectively lower and upper bounds on 

the value of RP using the PAIR subproblem approach. The proof of all the Propositions can be found in 
[22]. 

2.2. Rolling Horizon Measures in Multistage Problems 
Multistage problems such as MEVRSt (t = 1, . . . ,H−1) are often infeasible since they require to fix 

many variables to values obtained via the expected value or the reference scenario models. 
An alternative approach is to consider a rolling time horizon procedure (see [3, 17]) in order to up-

date the estimations of the solution at each stage taking into account the arrival of new information. 
Moreover, the advantage of the rolling horizon procedure in the multistage case with respect to the solu-
tion of the RP problem, is the decrease of the computational complexity since the number of scenarios is 
reduced by considering the stochasticity only one stage at a time. We propose the following methodology 
for the evaluation of the reference scenario model, see [18, 21]: 

1. Solve the reference scenario r model and store the first stage decision variables 1
rx

�  
2. Define a new scenario tree ev,2ℑ where all random parameters in stages 2, . . . ,H−1 are replaced 

by their expected values and solve the related model with 11
rxx

�

= . Store all the second stage variables 
2
,evrx

� . 
3. At stage t (t = 2, . . . ,H−1) define a new scenario tree evt ,1+ℑ  where all random parameters in 

stages t + 1, . . . ,H−1 are replaced with their expected value. Solve the associated model with t
evr

t xx
,

�

= . 
Store all the t + 1 stage variables 1

,
+t
evrx

� . 
4. Finally, solve the model on the initial scenario tree with all the tth variables (t = 1,2, . . . ,H−1) 

fixed to the stored values 1
,
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So, the Rolling Horizon Value of the Reference Scenario can be expressed as: 
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and the Rolling Horizon Value of Stochastic Solution with respect to reference scenario is expressed as: 
 RHVSS := RHVRS − RP. 

In similar way the Rolling Horizon Loss Using Skeleton Solution RHLUSS and Rolling Horizon 
Loss of Upgreading the Deterministic Solution RHLUDS are defined in [22]. 

3. Conclusions 
The paper extends classical measures to evaluate different approaches and levels of information from 

two-stage stochastic problem to the multistage case. Such generalization is both of theoretical and practi-
cal importance. The practical importance arises when solving problems of large instances where it is fun-
damental to have approximations of the optimal solution. The proposed methodologies have been 
implemented and tested, and resulted to be computationally less expensive than the full stochastic pro-
gram. Indeed, we generalize bounds of Value of Stochastic Solution, VSS, to the multistage case through 
the Multistage Sum of Pairs of Expected Value, MSPEV, and Multistage Expectation of Pairs Expected 
Value, MEPEV, by solving a series of sub-problems computationally more tractable than the initial one, 
under the assumption that some additional information on the future development of a random variable is 
available. This extension has been done by introducing the new concept of auxiliary scenario and by the 
redefinition of probability of pairs subproblem. The results show that a better alternative than choosing 
the deterministic solution is given by the best pair subproblem solution as measured by MEPEV in case 
we have more information about the future. 
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The above measures are also defined in a rolling horizon framework by means of the Rolling Hori-
zon Value of Stochastic Solution, RHVVS. In these rolling horizon approaches, we update the estimations 
of the solution at each stage taking into account the availability of new information. The computation 
complexity decreases since the number of scenarios is reduced by considering the stochasticity only one 
stage at a time.  
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